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Thank you for choosing Sonny Dean Publishing for
your publishing needs. We are committed to

helping you work through the barriers that get in
the way of sharing your story. Often times those

barriers include not knowing where to start or what
to do. Don't worry, we got you covered, and we'll

teach you along the way.

We've put together three packages based on your
level of need and the size of your book. You can add

different a-la-carte services to each package as
needed. Check out the following pages to learn more.

Basic editing up to 80 pages

In-depth editing up to 160 pages

Editing + marketing for 161+ pages



Books up to 80 pages: including forward,
acknowledgements, introductions, and outro
pages. 
Basic Editing: includes grammar, spelling,
punctuation, and format consistency. This is
recommended for experienced writers and
authors. Beginning writers should consider in-
depth editing.
Copyright: filing your book with the U. S. Office of
Copyright to be stored in the Library of Congress.
This legally protects your work in the case of a
dispute. You'll receive a a certificate once
accepted. 
Formatting: adjusting your book to proper book
printing size including appropriate trim, bleed,
and gutter measurements. Also includes page
headers, numbering, and chapter page setup.
ISBN: the official number assigned to your book
to make it searchable nationwide. Having an
ISBN associated with a publisher gives you a little
more backing and presitge than the self-
publishing route. 
Distribution Setup: we will walk you through
setting up your book on a distribution platform:
KDP (Amazon) or Lulu for electronic sales. 

Includes the following:

STANDARD
starting at $750

Ready to publish? 
Email: sonnydeanpublishing@gmail.com to set

up a publishing consultation. 



PREMIUM
starting at $1,200

Books up to 160 pages: including forward,
acknowledgements, introductions, and outro
pages. 
In-depth Editing: includes content development,
grammar, spelling, punctuation, and format
consistency. Editors will leave suggestions to be
discussed in an editing review meeting at the
completion of editing services.
Copyright: filing your book with the U. S. Office of
Copyright to be stored in the Library of Congress.
This legally protects your work in the case of a
dispute. You'll receive a a certificate once
accepted. 
Formatting: adjusting your book to proper book
printing size including appropriate trim, bleed,
and gutter measurements. Also includes page
headers, numbering, and chapter page setup.
ISBN and Barcode: the official number and code
assigned to your book to make it searchable
nationwide. Barcodes position your book to be
sold in bookstores, and having an ISBN
associated with a publisher gives you a little
more backing and presitge than the self-
publishing route. 
Distribution Setup: we will set up your book on
two distribution platforms: KDP (Amazon) and
Lulu for electronic sales. 

Includes the following:

Ready to publish? 
Email: sonnydeanpublishing@gmail.com to set up a publishing consultation. 



PLATINUM PLUS

starting at $1750+

Books OVER 160 pages: including forward,
acknowledgements, introductions, and outro pages. 
In-depth Editing: includes content development,
grammar, spelling, punctuation, and format consistency.
Editors will leave suggestions to be discussed in an
editing review meeting at the completion of editing
services.
Copyright: filing your book with the U. S. Office of
Copyright to be stored in the Library of Congress. This
legally protects your work in the case of a dispute. You'll
receive a a certificate once accepted. 
Formatting: adjusting your book to proper book printing
size including appropriate trim, bleed, and gutter
measurements. Also includes page headers, numbering,
and chapter page setup.
ISBN and Barcode: the official number and code
assigned to your book to make it searchable nationwide.
Barcodes position your book to be sold in bookstores, and
having an ISBN associated with a publisher gives you a
little more backing and presitge than the self-publishing
route. 
Distribution Setup: we will set up your book on two
distribution platforms: KDP (Amazon) and Lulu for
electronic sales. 
Marketing: We will develop a marketing plan and provide
supplemental materials including a press release, social
media materials, and professional headshots. 

Includes the following:

Ready to publish? 
Email: sonnydeanpublishing@gmail.com to set up a publishing consultation. 


